Name: _______________________



Create a comic using StoryboardThat to describe what you learned in science this year.



The comic must have the following sections & include:
 Scientific method
o Explain 1 concept you learned about the scientific method from the
topics covered
 parts of an experiment
 observations & inferences
 fair testing
 science in the media
 testing claims
 Maslow’s hierarchy
o Give an example of the concept you described
 Chemistry
o Explain 2 different concepts you learned in chemistry from the topics covered
 safety
 physical & chemical properties
 physical & chemical changes
 atoms & the periodic table
 pure substances (elements & compounds)
 heterogeneous & homogenous mixtures
o Give an example of each concept you described
 Ecology
o Explain 2 different concepts you learned in ecology from the topics covered
 abiotic & biotic factors in an ecosystem
 factors affecting population sizes
 benefits & challenges of living together
 how organisms work together to survive
 ecological relationships (pick any 2)
 food chains & food webs
o Give an example of each concept you described
 Electricity
o Explain 1 concept you learned in electricity from the topics covered
 static electricity
 parts of a circuit
 series & parallel circuits
o Give an example of the concept you described

Name: _______________________

Rubric for Comic Strip FSE
1

Theme

Few panels relate to
the theme topics.
(landscape, props,
images…)
Distracting or
seemrandomly
chosen

Difficult to tell which
unit is covered
when.
Many explanations
of concepts have
errors or are
unclear.

Explanations

Number of
Items

Comments:

2

Panels generally
relate to the theme
topics. (landscape,
props, images…)

Can sometimes tell
which unit is being
covered.

Explanations of
concepts have some
errors or are
unclear.

Several examples
are missing or are
incorrect.

Examples for most
concepts provided

The comic has less
than 5 panels.

The comic has 6
panels.

3

Panels relate to the
topics. (landscape,
props, images…)

Can usually tell
which unit is being
covered.

4

All panels relate to
the topics and
enhance
understanding
(landscape, props,
images…)

Can easily tell which
unit is being
covered.

Explanations
concepts are
correct.

Explanations of
concepts are correct
and thorough

Accurate examples
provided

Detailed examples
provided

The comic has 8
panels.

The comic has at
least 10 panels.

